Power Tank Instructions
Power Tank 2 Door Sports Bar Mount - BKT-2220-D & BKT-2220-P
Thank you for purchasing a Power Tank 2 Door Sports Bar Mount! This install requires only basic hand tools. Install
should take about 15 minutes. Please read all instructions first, before beginning the install. Note: There is a DRIVER
side and a PASSENGER side version of this bracket. For the purposes of these instructions, we are mounting to the
DRIVER side. This bracket fits 5 lb or 10 lb Power Tanks.
What’s included:
(H1) 5x 3/8” x 1/2” button head bolt
(H2) 5x 3/8” flanged nut
(H3) 2x M8 button head bolt
(H4) 2x M8 washer
(H5) 2x White Spacer
(P1) 1x Sports Bar Plate

Super Bracket
required, sold
separately
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(H3)

You will need:
9/16” wrench
7/32” allen wrench
5mm allen wrench
Medium strength Loctite or threadlocker (optional)
Power Tank Super Bracket (sold separately)
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Step 1: Bracket assembly
A. Attach your Power Tank Super Bracket to the P1 Sports
Bar Plate using (5) H1 3/8” bolts and (5) H2 3/8” nuts
starting with the two in the center. The button head
bolts should be facing away from the Power Tank.
B. Mount the Super Bracket so the latch is on the same
side as the PT decal on the P1 Sports Bar Plate.
C. Remove the lower rubber trim piece from the Super
Bracket if mounting a 10 lb Power Tank.

PT05 - 5lb

PT10 - 10lb

Step 2: Attaching to sports bar
A. Remove the plastic trim piece on the outside of the
Jeep Sports Bar near the window of the desired
mounting side. This reveals two threaded holes
normally used to install the soft top. (your Jeep may
not have the trim piece)
B. Attach the bracket assembly to the Jeep Sports Bar
using the (2) H3 M8 bolts and (2) H4 M8 washers in the
two threaded holes from step 2A using 5mm allen
wrench. If using Loctite, apply to H3 M8 bolts. Place the
H5 White Spacers between the bracket assembly and
Jeep Sports Bar.
Step 3: Mounting Power Tank

A. If you are mounting a 5 lb Power Tank, simply insert
it into the Super Bracket and adjust the latch so it is
snug but not too tight and then tighten the lock nut
on the latch.
B. If you are mounting a 10 lb Power Tank, insert it into
the Super Bracket so the tank boot lip sits above the
lower cradle of the Super Bracket which will help to
support the weight. Adjust the latch so it is snug but
not too tight and then tighten the lock nut on the
latch. It is tight but will fit. You may have to rotate
the tank.
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